
On a sweltering Friday morning, midway through
the Come Out 2005 arts festival for young people,
Adelaide’s National Wine Centre opened its doors
to a large troop of theatre-lagged International
and Australian delegates. They were attending a
day–long Symposium, hosted by Young People
and the Arts Australia.

Entitled Common Ground; Cultural Differences?,
this symposium was to explore common and
differing ideas and approaches, looking at how
they influence theatre making for young
audiences across the world.

(On arrival I have one cup of coffee. Milk. No
sugar. I resist the pastries, but give way to short-
bread biscuit, dusted with icing sugar.)

Taking it’s lead from the Come Out Festival
Theme – Being Human – the day was a series of
Group Discussion sessions, all hell-bent on
wrestling with a short but bottomless clutch of
prescribed/suggested questions;

Does theatre help humanize us- as individuals
and as a society?
In a world of electronic media and virtual
entertainment, what does the experience of live
theatre bring?
How do these beliefs express themselves in our
practice for young audiences?
To mention but a few…

The day’s context was set through a Peer
discussion opener. Sally Chance, Come Out 05
Artistic Director opened, albeit briefly, the door to
a space I wished to go; the wonderful world of
ambiguity in theatre for young children – the need
to present truthful stories and characters, who live
in a world full of faults and contradictions…

(At this point, my mind wanders. I am a million
miles away. I enter the doorway Sally has opened.
But on the thresh-hold, my mind comes back to
the room, my dream rudely interrupted by Dave
Brown and his dissertation on "the three brains".
Oh, dear God, if it’s going to be this kind of
psycho-banter all day, give me a migraine so I
can escape!) 

But all thoughts of escape were blown away by
Susan Richer, Artistic Associate of the
Queensland Performing Arts Centre. A brick in a
puddle (always a favorite with me) – even, dare I
say it, controversial (yes I heard intakes of
breath!), Susan didn’t mess about with semantics
and cut to the core. Whilst she ruled the block, I
was a willing prisoner. In short, what I scribbled;
the incredibly low percentage of population
attending theatre in Australia; there is no theatrical
culture in Australia; it’s a risk for families; it’s often
too expensive for the average family; sport does it
better; we’re taking ourselves too seriously; we’re
too precious; it’s a job; get on with it. Amen,
Susan, Amen! 

There are those moments, I think, in everyone’s
lives, when they hear their own thoughts
vocalized to perfection by someone else. My own
reality check is a fictitious couple called Thelma
and Ted, who I’ve situated in the far northern
suburbs of Adelaide. If I ever find myself in a state
of anxiety, or becoming too grandiose in my
inflated sense of the importance of "theatre" and
my place in it, I remind myself that my work
means bugger-all to Thelma and Ted. Now in their
early sixties, T&T have never been to the theatre,
think Tennessee Williams is a shoe manufacturer,
and that for a "cultural experience", you can’t go
past the Military Tattoo. On the TV, of course.
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Susan, I think, knows the score; she’s had tea
and lamingtons with Thelma and Ted and realizes
that they are the majority. Susan  rocked! I wish
I’d taken a tape recorder. I’d learn her words by
heart. Claim them as my own and repeat them
at...symposiums, I guess.  

(Went into Morning Tea inspired by Susan. Had
another coffee. White. Felt sudden strong feeling
of elation, and had a pastry.)     

The morning Group Discussion began. Assembled
around me were delegates from Austria, Japan,
Uganda, Denmark, and Australia. It is a daunting
task to attempt to encapsulate such a diverse
group on paper – experientially and linguistically.
In fact, it’s impossible, in just two ninety minute
sessions. I wished I could have had a decent and
lengthy conversation with each of them, one on
one, ‘really get into their minds. But not enough
time, alas.

The first session was taken up primarily by
Australian voices – the voices of besieged – that
horrible hurdle we all have to jump before anyone
else gets a word in - lack of funds; sport versus
arts; touring in schools and how difficult it is; lack
of funds; the evil emphasis on success; how do
we get the audiences there? Lack of funds...Yes, I
suppose these sobering and cruel fates humanize
us, depress us, yes…But where is it all going, this
talk? Wasn’t anyone listening to Susan?

Words eventually run out, and into a wallowing,
brief silence, Danish delegate and theatre artist
Klaus Eggert, encouraged by our facilitator,
uttered words which were like the sun breaking
through the clouds.

"I do my work. People come. We are a niche. Let
us do our work".

Not spoken in arrogance, just a simple admission.
A moment of awe-struck reverent silence from
some (and a few stifled hisses from the truly
cynical). This was the moment I could have
finished upon. Packed away my pens and paper,
and exited the room, gone to the café and at a
table in the corner, scribbled away and produce a
truly positive, uplifting essay on the symposium,
so inspiring were Klaus’ words…

The only trouble was, I couldn’t. And to be
perfectly honest, for me, the morning moved
along at the rate of bulk-mail. Forty minutes in,
and all of my three brains were numb from so
much conjecture.

To make matters worse, it was my job to report
back, in summary, our discussion to the delegates
at large. Fuelled by coffee, I made the decision to
turn my findings into stand up comedy. Some flew,
some sank like lead balloons. I think I even
managed to offend some people, which is never a
bad thing in places such as this.

In the afternoon session, Linda McHugh,
Canberra Youth Theatre’s Artistic Director and
beacon of inspiration pushed for more heart and
soul, (finally!), was ignored, but pushed for it
again until everyone listened and came on board.
(Hallelujah). Her question; "what was that moment
when we realized theatre was a career". I’m
thinking; "yes, yes, this is more like it". Linda tells
us hers – the face of a family friend emerges from
the stage make-up in musty dressing room, post
Shakespeare. Transformation in reverse. A
powerful beginning …

I was in territory that excited me at this point. I felt
we were really defining theatre as a humanizing
experience, or attempting to. That moment that
floors us with awe and wonder, the lightning bolt
from the sky.

Yuriko Kobayashi, from Japan, brought a lump to
my throat and tear to my eye when she described
her epiphany.

"Once, when I was a child, a man came to my
school. He took a ping-pong ball, and placed it on
his middle finger. Suddenly his hand became a
body. Legs, arms, a head. A person. So simple".

Yes. So simple. This story humanized us all in an
instant, and made us reflect of the simple magic
that theatre is, that we possess, and create.
Everyone turned inward. Good silence.
Interrupted by Kim Peter Kovac from Washington.

"Is the original inspiration what we hope to create
for other people?"

More private musings? Yes. No. Perhaps. Mr.
Kovac – a fantastic orator – then continued the
"lucky dip" randomness of the discussion, and
enlightened us on the complexities of embracing
"colour-blind casting" policies - the right person for
the job, no matter what their creed; breaking
stereotypes in the process; offering works which
reflect the kaleidoscopic nature of the world we
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live in. It was inspirational - and it ignited a
lengthy discussion on the responsibilities of
theatre for young people, in regards to race
relations as portrayed in Australian theatre. We
are reminded that "we are a young country, slowly
coming to terms with out past". Yah. Tell us
something we don’t know… It was a passionate
debate. Tempers fired (yay! ) and we gleaned
some good, solid, and positive statements from
the discussion. And I’ll let them speak for
themselves, won’t muddy them with my words;

"All children are at risk in our world. The
multiplicity of theatre is their potential safety-net.
All work needs a sense of the future – hope,
transformation."

"Universal principles of good theatre is the
creation of work that provokes intellectual,
emotional and kinesthetic responses. Theatre that
reflects time and place; that has resonance and
speaks to its audience in the way we speak, with

all our mistakes, stammers and ambiguities."

"Tell the story. Tell it truthfully."

"Accessibility is the key for success; letting
children take over the spaces that are usually the
domain of adults. Put the work on the same floor,
in the same theatres as works for grown-ups."

It was a fascinating hour. Truly. But only an hour.
With only thirty minutes to go we were just getting
started. But then an Australian delegate voiced his
rejection of "issue-based" theatre, which led to
confusion over what "issue-based" actually meant.
The Australian delegates regard "issue-based" as
a dirty phrase (I don’t). Let’s face it, we’ve all seen
some shockers (think late 1980’s), I was actually
in some, but we’ve moved beyond the van of
orange overalled actors who visited our schools to
spread the good news on safe-sex. We’ve moved
on. I’m thinking; isn’t all theatre issue based? No
matter how abstract or nebulous the issues are?
At the point of creation, day one, aren’t we all
inspired by some small germ of an idea we want
to communicate, explore, explode? Mr. Kovac
then defended the notion by asking the delegates

if they regarded Athol Fugards work as issue-
based? Or Arthur Miller’s? Of course. The secret,
for all of us, and mastered by these two
examples, is how to transcend the mere issue at
hand, and turn it into dynamic and timeless poetry
which will delight audiences and readers for
centuries to come.  Yes! Yes! This is "discussion".
We’re flying!

But the debate suddenly turned into an exercise in
semantics – define "issue" - we search for another
word. Times like this I wish I had my Roget’s
thesaurus. I was gagging for a café grande by
now. And I don’t think I was alone…

If I sound glib and ambivalent about the
experience (save for that one enthralling hour
before semantics got the better of us), the truth is
I was. I am. Often. Talk-fests, especially ordered
talk-fests, concerning the creation of theatre for
young people, are not high on my list of favorite
things to do. Especially when there are no young

people present. It seems slightly elitist, precious,
and allows no input from those we create for;
young people. 

And I don’t think I’m alone on this point. Indeed, I
found most of the delegates as tired as I was, five
minutes into the morning discussion. We’ve all
been there before; all charted the same territory.
We’re worn out from so much repetition. I craved
for strident voices of the young to pep the day up
– and to hear them dream their visions aloud,
however impossible or grand, without concerning
themselves with the difficulties of realizing them.

I’ve worked as a director and playwright in theatre
for young people for fifteen years, ran a youth
circus, and have worked in urban and isolated
communities, wealthy and impoverished, and in all
that time, the concerns and questions, the
frustrations and hardships, haven’t changed. I’ve
heard it all before. Over and over and over again.
And always without young people present.

Sure the landscape has altered – multi-media and
virtual entertainment have found their place, and
aren’t the threat of terror they once were;
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nebulous the issues are? At the point of creation, day one, aren’t we
all inspired by some small germ of an idea we want to communicate,
explore, explode…The secret, for all of us, is how to transcend the
mere issue at hand, and turn it into dynamic and timeless poetry
which will delight audiences and readers for centuries to come.  
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audiences have dwindled...and so on… But it
doesn’t take six hours to realize that nothing beats
the succulent stammer of speech – a live body in
a space, telling a good story for the enlightenment
and entertainment of a young audience, who react
in a myriad of surprising ways. 

Collette Brennan from Queensland Performing
Arts Centre summed it all up best when she
spoke about the feedback sheets received from
the thousands of children who attended an open
day at QPAC. A day of theatre, music,
dance….yet what impressed the kids the most
was the architectural features of the building itself
- concrete, glass, the nuts and bolts.

Surprising, humbling, and refreshing. That
humanized us as a group. A reality check. Much
giggling and sighing followed. 

When I stand before a group of twenty plus young
people in drama workshops, I know they don’t
give two hoots for the policies, philosophies, or
machinations of the youth arts company whose
classes they’re attending. These kids come to
have a good time. Simple. In a group of every
twenty, three, maybe four, are serious about a
career in theatre – usually as an actor. But the
others want gratification - and to have fun whilst
they get it. Lead roles, on stage, with lights, thank
you very much. Instant gratification. Australian Idol
and it’s cousins have much to answer for. I used
to comfort myself with the thought that I was
doing my bit in the creation of arts audiences of
the future; if they weren’t going to follow it as a
career, then maybe as recreation. But time has
passed, and I’m not so sure anymore, and I
imagine them crowded into Thelma and Ted’s
living room, all eyes on the Tattoo on the tele. 

But I digress, and I’m sounding like a jaded
theatre worker. The truth is, I’m not. At all. Except
for about a month after talk-fests. They bring me
down. It’s inspiration I need. To be reminded that
anything is possible. I love my work. I do. I love
the craziness, the discipline, the contradictions
and ambiguities of the field, the niche, that I
inhabit. And whilst I’m far from enamored with the
current government and it’s lack of interest in all
things artistic, I’m still going to create. Do my
work. No matter how difficult it becomes. I’m with
you, Klaus! Stuff them! 

The day after the conference, I went to see
Windmill’s The Green Sheep – a gorgeous
theatrical experience, one of the best I’ve had in a

long time. I had my breath taken away, several
lumps in my throat, and actually wiped away
tears. But not because of the show itself; because
of the young audience’s reaction – a show all on
it’s own - their sheer, uninhibited enjoyment of the
theatrical experience.

Screaming, laughing, crying, dancing, singing,
these kids were INTO it! This is what humanizes
us as theatre makers for young people – the
young people themselves. Our audiences. Our
youth theatre members. They either like or dislike
what we create for them. And often don’t know,
cannot decide. They cheer when they love it, and
squirm when they don’t. They can latch onto one
element, one feature - the colour of the bath, the
size of a sheep’s eyes – surprising details, and
comment upon them in the foyer afterwards.
Critical. Cryptic. Surprising. They don’t mess with
their words either, semantics be damned. Those
of us lucky enough to provide their entertainment
know; they give great feedback.

Above my desk, on my pin-board, I have a
yellowed card with a quote scribbled upon it, from
one of literatures great depressives, Gustave
Flaubert.;

"Human life is a sad show, undoubtedly – ugly,
heavy and complex. Art has no other end, for
people of feeling, than to conjure away the burden
and the bitterness."

Sobering, yes, but also comforting. And it best
sums up my relationship to my craft. I know why I
do it. For enlightenment; to conjure away sadness
and heaviness. I understand Mr Flauberts
sentiments too well; MGM B-movies on channel
two every Sunday afternoon saved my soul when
I was a kid. Truly. But what does the ravings of a
consumptive Frenchman have to do with the
Green Sheep audience? Everything. What
Flaubert talks about was evident in that young
audience. And for those of you who think young
people don’t know how complex and heavy life is;
get real! Think back to your on childhood(s). For
an hour the Green Sheep-ers were transported,
time stood still. In a world that is at once
wonderful and appalling, in an age that has seen
wonderment and tragedy, theatre is a wonderful,
glistening, and, yes, potentially life-changing for
those lucky enough to experience it.

Kids. The reason we do it.

Here’s to their inclusion in the next YPAA
Symposium.
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